Dear Colleagues in the Prayer Movement,

We are writing you as prayer leaders and intercessors out of deep concern for the state of our nation, its spiritual decline and national security. Lawlessness has entered our gates and is on the rise. Our government is steadily moving away from the Constitution. Core issues of covenant are now being contested at the Supreme Court amongst the multitude of issues we all know. For a nation that was founded on religious freedom, we are in a real danger zone and at a tipping point. Our nation’s security and its future is now greatly at risk. This sense of urgency has been underlined through recent visions and words (please see three of them below). We believe there are two key factors that have increasingly put our national security at risk:

1) **Insufficient alertness and prayer for military/police forces as well as for our overall national security in spite of the growing threats of ISIS and other radical Islamic groups to carry nuclear weapons into the continental USA, a re-arming Russia, a rapidly emerging Chinese military build-up, and the avowed North Korean intention to put nuclear missiles on submarines.**

2) **The shocking moral and spiritual decline of America has opened us for attack at all levels as a consequence of gross sin and broken covenants before our holy God who may rightly withdraw His protecting hand that has kept us relatively secure till now.**

Given these urgent concerns, we remind ourselves that the Lord has always used the united prayers of intercessors to build up a wall of protection over a nation, indeed to change the history of nations (Ezekiel 22:30, Isaiah 62:1-7). We cannot do it alone. Our hope is that through corporate agreement across the many prayer networks and streams, we could together intervene strategically in united prayer for God’s redemptive, restorative call on America. The time is now, the trumpet is sounding, and the call is real. **As part of this increased watchfulness over our national security, we would like to encourage you to include this emphasis in any prayer initiatives or conference calls you have for the next 18 months, leading up to the next national election.**

Lisa Crump, who is in charge of prayer mobilization for the National Day of Prayer and its extensive networks across the nation and is one of the signatories for this particular prayer focus, is inviting us to pray together about our national security during the **next “Pray for America” conference call, Thursday, July 2nd (8-10 pm ET, 7 pm CT, 6 pm MT, 5 pm PT) with many other intercessors. Please call in to participate at 712-432-0075, 4961322#**

Please let us know if you are in agreement with this heightened prayer focus and would like to take part with us in this effort. **If you have any other suggestions on how we can mobilize and seed this emphasis into the nation’s prayer networks and initiatives, please let us know ASAP.**
We look forward to hearing from you and working with you to see His wall of protection extended and strengthened around the USA.

Yours in Christ,

John Robb
Chairman, International Prayer Council
International Facilitator, World Prayer Assembly 2012
www.ipcprayer.org

Lisa Crump
Senior Director of Prayer Mobilization
National Day of Prayer

Drs. Frederic and Susan Rowe
Co-founders The Living Wall
Co-facilitators Transform World Celebration Challenge/Trumpet Call to the Nations

(Plus others who want to be signatories)

Recent Prophetic Visions and Warnings:

**June 5, 2015**

*Dr. Leslie Keegel, Global Chairman of the Foursquare denomination and one of the most accurate prophetic voices in our time*

"I see a large storm approaching over the United States. The clouds are dark and thick darkness covers the landmass. With the dark clouds and approaching storm, I see the appearance of dark forces some small creatures, others rather large. The small creatures looked very poisonous though insignificant to the human eyes. The larger creatures looked very scary and intimidating. These dark forces collectively represent principalities, powers, rulers of the darkness of this age and spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places as recorded in Ephesians 6:12. They are uniting themselves together to cause catastrophic damage in every sphere of influence. However, I saw the Church equipped with power rise up with authority and discernment. As the enemy surrounded and gathered up all its strength ready to attack the North American peoples, the intercessory prayers of the saints and strategic level spiritual warfare of the well equipped army of the Lord caused the evil storm to be defeated. The poisonous evil forces and principality spirits of darkness were thrown aback and broken apart into utter disarray and confusion. They were completely and utterly defeated to the point where they had no energy, subtle craftiness nor sinister plan to save their day. The Church and the Lord overcame every plan of the enemy, the enemy forces big and small were completed
defeated. Their strongholds were demolished and a great flood of the Lord washed and caused the debris to be wiped away from every human sight and visibility. (Isaiah 59: 19).

What I hear the Lord say is, the enemy certainly is gathering in with well planned, sinister plans to cause catastrophic loss on the United States of America, but the praying Church's intercession will be heard by the Lord of the harvest and the enemy will certainly be put to shame. Our Lord is calling us out of fear to prayer in Holy Ghost strength. As you my Church, my army and the generals of intercession rise up together in Holy boldness you will defeat the enemy. I hear the Lord say, let courage rise up with danger, to defeat the enemy in every way. As you my people rise up in boldness to praise, worship and pray, you will see the enemy forces defeated. You will approach an era and season of profound prophetic victory over all the nations and national principalities of each of the nations. The gospel will spread like a flood as the glory of the Lord covers the earth like the waters cover the seas.”

April 17th, 2015:

Dr. Susan Rowe, Prayer Facilitator for the Living Wall and the Celebration Challenge of the Transform World Movement

After a three day fast, I was wakened Friday, April 17th with the sound of the shofar blowing and vision of the nation (aerial view) that zoomed in towards Colorado Springs. I heard the Lord say, “Waken my people, the trumpet has sounded. Gather the remnant. Gather My people. Prepare for battle, for the nations are aligning for war.” The nations are aligning for war, a trumpet has sounded. The vision distinctly zoomed in on Colorado Springs as the place to gather. But as the sound of the shofar was loud and deep, I sensed there would be a deeper component that would precede to prepare for any convening. As nations align for war, Colorado Springs is a hub for the Air Force and NORAD. It is also near the Continental Divide, a key place to unite the nation.

(Note, the date Paul Revere’s Midnight Ride was on April 18th, 1775, date of vision was within one day of the 240th anniversary.)

September 3rd, 2011

David Wilkerson, Former Pastor of the Time Square Church, Author of “The Vision” and a leading prophetic voice for the USA

David Wilkerson warned America repeatedly that God’s judgment was coming and that “the day of grace is about to come to an end”. In this last message, shortly before his death he warned of “a catastrophe that would cost the lives of multitudes and change the way we live forever”. Towards the end, in the last couple minutes, he
expresses his fear of a nuclear strike on Washington, DC and New York City that would take out hundreds of thousands of our fellow Americans. Now ISIS and others are threatening that very thing.
Please see this 9 minute video on Youtube, “David Wilkerson’s Last Message To USA & The World On The End Times. God’s Warnings Before Judgment”

“When you go to war in your land against the enemy who oppresses you; then you shall sound an alarm with the trumpets, and you will be remembered before the Lord your God, and you will be saved from your enemies.” Numbers 10:9